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Featured Presentation

The April meeting· started at approximately 7 :30
pm with about 40 to 50 members, a couple of them
new, attending. We also had a visitor from Germany.

Robert Kerwin wasn't able to introduce our guest
speaker, Ken Edgett. Ken had to excuse himself due
to illness. But Ken was able to arrange for Jim Rice,
an ASU graduate student, to speak.

Don Wrigley opened the meeting with a discussion
on the Salt River public star party. The turnout was
less than expected, due partially to the weather.

Jim is a Geo-morphologist studying Astro-geology.

Jim recently went to Eastern Antarctica, to study ice

free land forms. Yes, there are areas in Antarctica
with no ice. Tornadoes and lakes are also there.

Don talked about the upcoming star party at
Sentinel and Astronomy Day on May 6th.
He
encouraged all members to attend.

AJ Crayon reported on the Messier Marathon. He
presented plaques and certificates to the members
whc participated in the marnthon. See the fellowing
article. AJ is going to make a comparison of this years'
missed objects to last years. The next marathon will
be March 23, i996. See you there.
Tom Polakis-- discussed the upcoming club
sponsored tour of Kitt Peak. There is an information
sheet enclosed in this newsletter. Tom left some
information on some new CCD imaging catalogs by
John Vickery.
Tom showed .us some video-tape
imaging that he has been doing with his 13"
telescope. We saw some very detailed images of
Mars, Jupiter and the Moon. Tom explained how he
took the shots by just holding up the video camera to
the eyepiece. He was using
eyepiece projection
method with a 9mm Nagler and setting the camera to
zoom.
Gene Lucas discussed some of the technical
aspects of video-taping. If you think astronomy is an
expensive hobby take up video. The good news is, you
can still take some very good shots with just about
anything.
Gene Lucas and Gei:ry Rattley talked about the
Spica graze of the Moon on June 9th. For more
information read Gerry's article in this newsletter.

·

Jim showed us slides of his trip to Antarctica
during the winter of 91/92. He hitched a ride on a
Soviet icebreaker to the Soviet region of Antarctica.
Their base camp was at the Bunger Hills, one of the
few Grcas be!:lg frae of ice. "What makes this area
interesting, is that scientists speculate that this
region is very similar to regions on Mars. Jim showed
a picture of the Soviet base, with some of the
buildings that had been destroyed by a recent
tornado.
In the Bunger Hills, the land is ice-free but the
lakes are ice covered. Jim then showed us his pictures
of his scuba-diving trip to one of the lakes. They had
to drill some twenty feet through the ice to get to the
water in the lake. While at the bottom, Jim took
pictures of the gelatinous microscopic life that covers
the bottom of the lake. If life can exist there, is there>

UPCOMING CLUB EVENTS
.

EVAC Club Meeting, May 17, 7:30 PM
SCC, Physical Sci. Bldg, Room PS 172
Local Star Parties, May 20, Sunset 7:21 PM
Carefree and Florence Junction Sites
Deep Sky Star Party, May 27, Sunset 7:26 PM
Vekol Road Site
Local Star Parties, Jun. 3, Sunset 7:34 PM
Carefree and Florence Junction Sites
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a possibility of life on Mars?
When Jim left for Antarctica, he went by way of a
Soviet icebreaker. But when he returned on the same

arrived around 5:30 to find cars, mobile homes, a Port-a
John and many telescopes already set up - waiting.

Jim continued with pictures of Mars. He showed us
slides of the regions of Mars that interests him. He
discussed how the Maja Valles and Aries Valles could
have been formed by water flowing on Mars. It is now
accepted that Mars has water. But how much is
anyone's guess. Future exploration should answer that.

Around sunset there were 55 telescopes, a half dozen
binoculars, tents and campers. The bad news was that_
bank of clouds had risen to about 15° above the horiz1r-\
and were just lingering there. By evening twilight thret:
more scopes had arrived and were set up, making this
the largest gathering in Arizonal The clouds obviously
blocked M74, M77 et al, so I announce I would start
with M42, M43 and M45, getting a head start and
hoping to have some time in the morning to see these
targets as early risers. Others patiently waited for the
clouds to dissipate. The Marathon was onl

If current funding holds, we will return to Mars with
the Mars Pathfinder mission in 1997. Its mission is to
place a rover on Mars. Next would be the Mars Global
Surveyor in 1998.

We watched a thin crescent moon slide behind the
clouds and set. We could see the Zodiacal Light, rising
from behind the clouds to its apex at our central
meridian.

vessel, it was now flying the Russian flag. During Jim's
stay ain Antarctica, the breakup of the Soviet Union
had occurred.

Jim presented a very i nteresting lecture on
Antartictica and Mars land forms. After Jim answered
questions, we socialized with brownies and soda.

MAY GUEST SPEAKER
Our guest speaker for the May 17th meeting will be
Dr. Paul Scowen, of ASU. He will be speaking on the
recent Hubble Images of the Tarantula Nebula in the
Large Magellanic Cloud. Dr. Scowen research on the
.Crab Nebula was written up in the December 1994
issue-of AStronomy.
-
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MESSIER MARATHON
By AJCrayon
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The date, Saturday, April 1, 1995 ·was no April
Fool's joke; it was the Messier Marathon and was
chosen on this date, rather than earlier because it was
felt the weather would be more favorable. For the three
days prior it was very clear. Hewever, just in time for
the Marathon, late in the afternoon, clouds formed low
on the western horizon.
With observing buddy and family friend for many
years David Fredericksen, I caravanned to the site; The
Silver Belles Estates, west'of Arizona City, AZ. We
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I got into the marathon order, starting with M79,
getting tl;lose objects in the sucker holes and ignoring the
early setters. A decision for which I paid in the morning
hours.
Before completing Ursa Major there were clouds all
over the sky, stopping everyone. Discussing this revolting
turn of developments, Tom Polakis boldly predicted the
sky would be clear to the meridian in two hours. He was
more than correct, the sky completely cleared of clouds
within an hour and there wasn't a sign of them until..l..
(',
drove·to work IV10nday morningl
Around midnight, some observers not in the
marathon begin to politely and quietly leave, without
headlights. They deserve a big thanks for not disturbing
marathoners, observers and astrophotographers. It is
during this time that Dave and I navigate the Virgo
Cluster. Don Machholz's 'Messier Marathon Observer's
Guide' is a real help. This grouping was eoooo easy with
the book it was a cinch to complete. In fact I used it the
entire marathon and highly suggest it to anyone experienced or not. (I don't get a kick back from Don for
that statement.)
By 1:30, M13 and M92 were completed, low on the
northeastern horizon. This means I am waiting for
objects to rise above the horizon. It was time to take a
break and roam the observing grounds for some
socializing. There's thirteen observers from EVAC; eight
from SAC; seven from the University of Arizona
Astronomy Club; four from TAAA and two from White
Mountains Astronomy Group, a new organization. A
veritable potpourri of clubs, optics and Arizonans. It
was great, real greatlt

�

Getting on into the early morning hours, 2:00 am
had 35 more to go and Dave had 40 left. The sumn

Milky Way is a breeze and in an hour and a half we cut
our counts down to 8 and 10 respectively and, as I

remembered, the early setters.
Around this time
fatigue had already been a factor and contributes to

�

some errors, which we can ill afford.
With twilight fast approaching, someone calls out M30
rising over a hill, I get M30 as it is just rising. An
observer drops by to look at it and comments, "that's
the same hill as in my scope!" It was a lot funnier then
than now.
Around mornin' twilight everybody is scrambling to get
those last ones. I help Dave lift and move his 12" Doh
about 10 feet so he could find the Andromeda galaxy
around his car. He gets M31 and M32. I have to wait
a few minutes for it to rise a little higher, and can only
see M31 missing M32 and MllO. Both Dave and I
finish with the same count, 103 objects.
-

By 6:00, with all the check off lists collected, Dave and I
leave for home, happily exhausted!

�

The check off lists are used to determine awards and
participation. Having 58 telescopes at an Arizona Star
Party is a record for our state! It is gratifying to see the
Messier Marathon attract this kind of enthusiastic
interest. There were 30 participants that turned in
their lists, which means not everybody did the
marathon. But this is just what it is all about OBSERVING and enjoying each other's company!!
Observing 107 objects took first place, 106 took second
and 105 took third. Plates are being awarded to all of
those observers. Certificates are being awarded to those
with 104 to 50.

For the record, we had the most observers with over
1 00 objects, 22 people. Two new clubs attended the
marathon, University of Arizona and White Mountain
Astronomy Group.
In the past three years of marathons the following
people have continually finished in top positions Bob
Gardner, Frank Kraljic, Paul Lind and Bernie Sanden.
The next Messier Marathon will be held on
Saturday, March 23, 1996. Mark your calendars, start
your preparations and reserve your spot, the prospect of
bagging ALL 110 objects is possible! See you there.
Thanks to all who attended!
AJCrayon

THE SPICA GRAZE IN JUNE
By Gerry Rattley
On Friday morning, June 9, 1995, at just after
midnight a grazing occultation by the Moon of the first
magnitude star Spica will occur across south central
Arizona. The graze path runs from just north of Gila
Bend to Coolidge. It comes in from the west and goes
out to the east. The time of central graze will be 12:11.5
AM local at Gila Bend and 12:13 AM local at Coolidge.
After recently going out to look at the roads in these
areas, Gene Lucas and myself, Gerry Rattley, have
decided that the old highway north out of Gila Bend is
by far the best location for observing is event. It is a
quiet agricultural road with very light traffic and broad
shoulders. To get onto this road from Highway 8 5 (the
main street through Gila Bend), turn north about 900
feet west of the overpass at the northeast end of Gila
Bend. There is a sign there pointing you to Arlington.
Also there is a ''WSR" sign (probably the sand and gravel
company just down the road). The road is paved.
The Moon's altitude during this graze will be about
24 degrees, with an azimuth of 237 degrees, putting it
out in a southwesterly direction. The Moon will be 79%
illuminated going toward full. The cusp angle is slightly
dark but peaks in the area will be lit up. It will not be
difficult to time though at it is a first magnitude star.
Spica is a triple star, but circumstances are not
favorable for resolving components on this graze.
However, if you do witness a secondary event, please
note it and time it if possible.
Everyone is encouraged to come ·out to view this event,
but in order to do timings you will need a tape recorder
and
a
radi o
that can
receive W WV,
the
international/universal/standard time signal (watches
are not accurate enough).
Your station will be
preselected and measured for ou. If you stay home in
Phoenix you can watch an occultation of the star (a dark
limb disappearance and a bright limb reappearance).
South of Coolidge, e.g. Tucson, they will see a miss, the
star will pass south of the Moon.

y

It would be helpful for planning purposes if I know
you are coming out to the event, either observing or
timing, so I will keep a sign-up sheet going around. You
can call me, Gerry Rattley, at (602) 892-5698 or Gene
Lucas at (602) 837-3718 for more information or to sign
on. You can still show up at the last minute if you like, I
will set several extra stations out for unexpected
arrivals. Do not be late though, you'll need at least an
hour to get a station assignment, find your station and
get your equipment working.
For reference to this graze see the Observer's
Handbook 1995 (RASC), pages 116, 119, and 121. Also

see the article "Lunar Occultation Highlights for 1995"

in the January issue of Sky & Telescope, pages 80-82.
An article on this graze will appear in the June issue of

Sky & Telescope.

ORION ULTRASCOPIC EYEPIECES
$90.00
35mm
$75 .00
25mm
20mm
$60.00
15mm
$60.00

Mosaic window) in false-color with a deep-blue for sky
background. You can download either GIF or FITS
formatted files of the field selected. The resolution is
only 1".7 per pixel, so it's a little coarse for small
galaxies, but otherwise adequate for many purposes.
would think this would be fine for checking on supernovc..
suspects.

_•
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Try it out on your favorite object!
new
new
new
new

$135.00
$ 99.95
$ 89.95
$ 89.95

Call Jim Waters - 554-8789 8 am to 5 pm

OOOPS!!
By Sam Herchak
Two errors in the April EVAC Newsletter have come
to my attention:
1. The Mercury finder chart was valid for May 1st,
not the 2nd as published, the difference being the
location of the Moon. Hope you went out and looked at
Mercury. It was actually quite easy to spot.
2 .. The May EVAC calender shows a Sentinel Star
Party on May 27th. This star party does not exist! The
event was April 29th, which unfortunately was clouded
-out.
Please continue to point out errors when you see
them. Thanks.

Astro-folks,
I thought you would be interested to know that a
nice charting utility called "SkyView" from Goddard
Space Flight Center now has the digitized sky survey for
the whole sky on-line. Until a couple weeks ago only
the southern sky portion was available. The interactive
program can be found on the Web at the URL:
http://skyview.gsfc.nasa.gov/skyview .html
The program allows input of a field center, equinox
(default to 2000), field size, etc., along with a choice of
several databases, such as mAS, EUVE, and radio
surveys, as well as with the visible sky surveys. Do
note that in the north the sky survey is the POSS-I E
(red)' survey, while in the south (viz. south of about +3
Dec) it is the UK Schmidt J (blue-green) survey. If you
get a patch of sky either 0.1 or 0.3 degrees square, the
file that has to come across is in the range of 50-75k
bytes. Bigger fields and/or in the Milky Way, you get
more bits. The images are displayed (at least in our

\Brian Skiff

HUBBLE IMAGES DISTANT GALAXIES
THROUGH COSMIC "ZOOM LENS"
A new image taken with NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope of the galaxy cluster Abell 22 18 -- a
spectacular example of gravitational lensing -- is
available via the Internet and NASA's Imaging Branch.
The cluster is so massive and compact that light rays
passing through it are deflected by its enormous
gravitational field, much as an optical lens bends light to
form an image. The process provides a powerful "zoom
lens" for viewing galaxies that are so far away they could
not normally be observed with the largest available
telescopes.
The arc-like images distributed over the field of view
like a spider web are an illusory effect caused by th�
gravitational field of the cluster which magnifie&,
brightens and distorts images of objects that lie far
beyond the cluster. The arcs represent the distorted
images of a very distant galaxy population extending 510 times farther from Earth than the lensing cluster.
This population existed when the universe was just one
quarter of its present age, and contains valuable clues
as to the early evolution of galaxies. The image was
taken with the Wide Field Planetary Camera 2.

JUNE NEWSLETTER
Deadline is June 7th for material to be included in
the next newsletter. Please submit your thoughts and
stories to:
SamHerchak
145 S. Norfolk Cir
Mesa, AZ 85206-1123
76627 .3322®compuserve.com
Faxes welcome with prior notice.

Tom Polakis has had another article published,
"Deep-Sky on Four a Day." It is in the June 1995 issue
of Astronomy. Tom writes about observing the Herschel
400 in 100 nights. Tom has included several drawings
of celestial objects he has sighted. Along with some
photographs he has taken. It is well worth reading.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
WEB SURFING THE CBAT
For those who hope to discover a comet or nova
sometime soon, the International Astronomical Union's
Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams (CBAT) has
inaugurated a homepage on the World Wide Web. The
site gives information about the services offered by the
Bureaus, amj those who subscribe to its computer
service can use it to access the CBAT computers via
telnet. The URL is
http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/cfa/ps/cbat.html.
HUBBLE SPIES KUIPER OBJECTS

�

A team of astronomers led by Anita Cochran report
that the Hubble Telescope may have detected extremely
faint objects beyond Neptune in what is called the
Kuiper Belt. The objects are roughly magnitude 28,
which would make them only 20 km or so across. The
astronomers painstakingly combined 34 HST images,
then looked for ·things moving the way you'd expect for
objects in distant, low-inclination orbits. This process
turned up 59 candidate objects in a field only 4
arcminutes on a side. If these really are members of
the Kuiper Belt, there must be about 60,000 such
objects per square degree of sky. That would translate
to a total of some 100 million comets traveling in low
inclination orbits and shining brighter than the HST's
magnitude-28 limit.
"TOP QUARK" IDENTIFIED
The zoo of subatomic particles gained a new denizen
with the detection of the "top" quark, the sixth -- and
presumably last -- member of the quark family. The
two discovery teams used Fermilab's Tevatron particle
accelerator to create head-on collisions of protons and
antiprotons at an energy of some 2 trillion electron
volts. Among the millions of recorded annihilation
events, a few dozen gave rise to the secondary particles
expected from a top quark's decay. Investigators were
also able to place limits on its mass. And what a mass!
While the "up" and "down" quarks found in ordinary
matter have masses (in energy units) of 5 million and 8
million electron volts respectively, the top quark tips the
scales between 176 and 199 *billion* electron volts.

As the last of six quark types required to account for
baryonic (normal) matter, the top's discovery fills in one
branch of a complex family tree. This subatomic
heavyweight doesn't play much of a role now, but long
ago, in the first microseconds after the Big Bang, the
universe consisted of a quark plasma. So constraining
the top quark's mass may provide further clues to the
cosmos's early character.
Ed. Note - The previous articles were downloaded from
Sky & Telescope Online via America Online and
Compuserve.

THE 1995 GREATER VERDE VALLEY
ASTRONOMY FESTIVAL
The 10th annual festival will convene at the Red Rock
State Park, minutes outside Sedona, Arizona, on Friday,
June 2nd at 6:30 pm and will conitinue through the 3rd.
The festival combines the elements of both a star show
and star party.
Attendees are urged to bring their own astronomical
equipment, as well as 35mm cameras, to the beautiful
Red Rock country. Enjoy and share the fantastic scenery
and dark skies. The Verde Valley Astro-Center is
currently· upgrading the solar telescope in the park. The
solar telescope will be set u.p with a Polariod camera for
picture taking. There is a charge for reimbursement of
the film used. Guest lecturers will be introduced at 7:30
pm, both evenings in the theater of the Miller
Environmental Center at the park. There will also being
continual astronomical videos for viewing.
The park is on Lower Red Rock Loop Road off route
89A between Cottonwood and Sedona about 115
minutes from Phoenix. Their is an entrance fee to the
state park, $5 per vehicle (up to 6 occupants) or $1 per
cyclist or pedestrian.
The festival is free, however, donations to help defray
the cost would be appreciated. The festival will adjourn
about 11 pm Friday and reconvene about 1 pm
Saturday. For additional information please call Prof.
Russ Nidey at (602) 634-7332 or write him at 1101
Zalesky Road, Cottonwood AZ 86326-5660.
*****************************************************
Willie D. Westmoreland
Willie D. Westmoreland, a member of EVAC and
TAAA, died on March 3rd. Memorial contributions in his
name may be made to the Arizona Heart Association.
*****************************************************

The

Deep Sky Notebook
by Rd:Jert Kervvin

Gal.ades In the Bowl of the Di,pper
If you are a serious galaxy hunter,
Ursa Major probably ranks as one
of the your favorite constellations.
Although. the bowl of the Big
Dipper is a relatively small region
of the constellation, it is home to
scores of galaxies. Sky Atlas 2000
only hints at the richness of this
area. On Uranometria, the area is
studded With so many galaxies
that one might be tempted to
simply give up and try a less
crowded region of the sky.
Surprisingly, some of the galaxies
in this area are not veri faint.
Many can even be glimpsed in the
lowly 60mm refractor. In fact, all
of the objects listed in this month's
article should be visible in a 3-inch
telescope under dark skies.

A good place to start our evening's
exploration is with Ml08. M108 is
bright and easy to locate, being
less than two degrees southeast of
p Ursae Majoris. In 6- to 8-inch
telescopes, the galaxy appears
about eight arc-minutes long
extended nearly east-west. There
is very little brightening toward
the center.
Six-inch or larger
telescopes will almost certainly
reveal a mottling or uneven
texture under dark skies; a
fascinating object. While in the
neighborhood, you will probably
Name
M108
NGC3613
NGC3610
NGC3631
NGC3718
NGC3729
Ml09
NGC3953

\

Type
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy

Mag.
10.0

10.9
10.8
10.4
10.8
11.4
9.8
10.1

also want to check out the Owl
Nebula (M97), less than a degree
to the southeast. Three degrees to
the north of Ml08 is our next
object, NGC 3813. This galaxy
appears as a well-defined two
arcminute streak of light aligned
The
brightness
east-west.
increases considerably toward the
center. Only one degree to the
north is NGC 3810. It appears
about two arc-minutes across and
is somewhat elongated northwest
southeast. The core is quite bright
and also appears elongated. To
the north is an area of bright
stars. The area around NGC 3613
and 3610 cont.ains several other
galaxies within the grasp of
moderate-size telescopes.

two and appears about three arc
minutes
across
and
slightly
brighter
toward
the
center.
Toward the south-southwest is a
pair of magnitude 11 stars. NGC
3729 is only 12 arc-minutes to the
east.
The galaxy is extended
northwest-southeast to about 3'
length and is slightly concentrated
toward the center.
There is a
magnitude 11 star to the south
about one arc-minute from the
center.

Now, center your scope on 'Y and
move just under one degree to the
southeast. M108 should now be in
your field of view. This galaxy
appears about six arc-minutes
across
moderate-size
in
instruments and is elongated
South of the howl of the Dipper is roughly east-west.
The rather
NGC 3831. It forms a flattened faint, diffuse halo contains a
This
triangle with P and 'Y Ursae brilliant central region.
Majoris and should be relatively central region in turn contains a
easy to find by "dead reckoning" small, but definitely non-stellar
with a Telrad. At magnitude 10.4, concentration. Just over a degree
the galaxy is visible in almost any to the southwest is our final object,
The glow extends
telescope.
NGC 3631 appears NGC 38S3.
about
five
arc-minutes
north-south
about four arc-minutes across and
and
is
smoothly
concentrated
only slightly elongated. It has a
distinct, bright central mass and a toward the center. About 20 arc
stellar nucleus. Moving about 1.5° minutes to the east of the galaxy is
to the east, we encounter an a chain of seven stars running
interesting pair of galaxies, NGC north-south, one of which is an
3718 and NGC 3729. NGC 3718 easy double.
is the brighter and larger of the

Dimensions
8.1' x 2.1'
3.4' x 1.9'
3.2' x 3.2'
5.5' x 4.6'
10.0' x 4.8'
3.1' x 2.2'
7.6' x 4.3'
6.2' x3.2'

UMa

2

UMa
UMa
UMa

2
2

U2000
46
46
46
46
47
47

2

47

UMa

2

47
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2
2
2
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Moonrise 11 :59 PM
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·summer Solstice

03:13AMOcc

0Mars/Chi Leonis

0Moonrise 1:08 m

0Moonrise 12:34AM

i2:01 and 12:56 AM GMs

0Moonrise 1:43AM

0Moonrise 2:19 AM

0Pluto/5,AO 140853

Sunset 7:41 PM
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and 10:38 PM GMs

26
·

04:45 AM Conjunction
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GMsl

03:14AMR5

Sunrise 5:19 AM
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12:00 AM

ALL MONTH NOTES

CALENDAR NOTES: Times for Galilean Moons (GM) refer to eclipses, transits, occultations, etc of Jupiter's four
largest satellites.

Consult ASTRONOMY (ASTRO)

•

SKY 4 TELESCOPE (StT) magazines, or almanacs for the

exact event or just go out and watch what happens. Great Red Spot (RS) central meridian crossing times also
listed on nights of GM events. Check the 1995 Occultatlon Predictions for Phoenix· In the Feb EVAC Newsletter
·

for lunar occultatlon (Occ) details.

PLANETS: MERCURY moves from the evening sky to the morning this month. passing through Inferior conjunction
on the 5th. VENUS still resides in the predawn sky but Is quite low In the NE. MARS continues to dwindle In size
and Intensity and sets around midnight. JUPITER begins to dominate the evening skies this month, appearing low In
the SE at sunset. SATURN rises after midnight and Is near the meridian by sunrise. Now at only 1.2 magnitude
because rings are edge on to us. URANUS and NEPTUNE appear by midnight while PLUTO is well placed all night.
See S4T or ASTRO for Anderchorts for the outermost planets.
OBJECTS OF INTEREST: Asteroid Ceres. Perseid meteors (peak during daytime on the 9th but some may be seen
after dork).
ASTRONOMICAL TWILIGHT TIMES:

1st:
27th

9:15 PM and .3:.38 AM

9:26 PM and 3:36 AM

LUNAR LIBRATIONS: Through First Quarter. good Northern llbratlon. Switches to Southern after Full Moon.
Rises in the East as the Sun sets In the West.

611195

4:00AM

Jupiter at Opposition

6(1195

12:00AM

Uranus/SAO 188965

Uranus posses 5 arc minutes south of this 7th magnitude star.

619195

12:05 AM

12:05 AM Spica Occ

Spica occulted or grazed by Moon depending on your locatlon. See article in this newsletter by Jerry Ratley.

619195

7:.30PM

7:.30 PM SAC Mtg

Saguaro Astronomy Club meeting, Grand Canyon University, Fleming Bldg, Rm 105. Camelback and 3 3rd Ave.

6112195

9:03PM

Closest Full Moon of Year

Moon at perigee, 351,009 kilometers away.

6/21/95

1:34 PM

Summer Solstice

Sun reaches highest point above celestial equator and our horizon. 80 degrees high here In Phoenix!

6(1J95

9:00PM

Pluto/5AO 140853

Pluto passes within 1 arc minute of this 7th magnitude star

6()3195

9:00PM

Mars/Chi Leonis

6126195

4:45 AM

6(Il/95
6129195

4:45 AM Conjunction

Mars comes within 0.5 degree of this 5th magnitude star.

Just prior to sunrise, look with binoculars for a. grouping of Aldebaran, Mercury, cresent Moon, and Venus low In the NE.

5:21AM

5:21 AM frton Occ

At dawn, watch Saturn occult Titan. See May S!r

5:00 AM

5 AM Mercur y Elong.

Mercury at greatest western elongation. Visible 10 degrees above NE horizon before down.

EAST VALLEY ASTRONOMY CLUB
TOUR OF KITT PEAK NATIONAL OBSERVATORY
AND THE STEWARD OBSERVATORY MIRROR LAB
AUGUST

12,

1995

The East Valley Astronomy Club will be taking a busload of folks (48 people) to Tucson t o
tour the Steward Observatory Mirror Lab. and then up to Kitt Peak to tour some of the main
scopes on the mountain.

Here's a rough agenda. subject to slight changes.

Steward Observatory Mirror Lab:
stadium

at the

University

This is the spin casting

of Arizona

you've

read

facility

about.

under

Lightweight

the

f o otball

mirrors

with

apertures as large a s 6.Sm have been produced a t the facility.

4m Mayall Telescope:
completed in 1973,

One of the world's

classic,

large-aperture

when they put such scopes on giant equatorial

research
mounts.

telesc opes,

Its 187-f o o t

high dome can be seen easily from Tucson, and even from EVAC's Arizona City o bs erving
site.

0.9m Spacewatch Telescope:
comet

and

asteroid

This is the survey

discoveries

today.

instrument

that

i s making

many o f t h e

If you have read about house-sized

asteroids

narrowly missing our planet, chances are they were discovered by Spacewatch.

3.Sm WIYN Telescope:
most high-tech.
package.

This is the newest instrument

on the mountain,

and certainly

the

It packs nearly the same aperture as the May.all scope into a much smaller

Compare its mirror, which weighs in at 2 tons, to the Mayall mirror,

at 15 t ons!

Note that touring WIYN is still contingent u p o n
The building stands only 51 feet tall.
them having tourguides b y August. I f not, w e may substitute th e McMath Solar Telescope.

Cost: The tour will cost you $20, which will pay for the charter

bus fare and tour

gu i d e

expenses.
Where/When:

We will meet at 7:00 a.m. sharp at the Valley Fair Shopping Plaza. on t h e

southeast comer of Mill and Southern, in Tempe.
Bring:

We should get back by 9:00 p.m.

A sack lunch, for the picnic area atop Kitt Peak.
Warm clothes - it's the monsoon season on a mountaintop.
Money - we'll make a fast food stop on the way back.
souvenirs,

Here's how to get on board this ttip.

Fill in the form below. Write a non-refundable

to "East Valley Astronomy Club" for $20 pe r person.
Tom Polakis

Name:

85282

�-----

Number of People:

----

Amount Enclosed (Number of People x $20):
Telephone:

check

Mail your check and this form to:

121 W. Alameda Dr.
Tempe, AZ

Can't forget those KPNO

either.

----
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1995 EVAC SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Meeting
MAY

17

JUN

14
12

JUL
AUG

&

Local

Deep Sky

20

27

3&24
29

-

26
23

9

19

SEP
OCT

13
11

NOV
DEC

8
13

16
28
25
16

Other Events: MAY21-29
MAY26-29

1

21+
18
23

Texas Star Party
Riverside Telescope Makers Conference

JUN 17-24

Grand Canyon Star Party

OCT21

+All Arizona Star Party

New Moon
29
28
27
26
24
24
22
22

